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aggressiveness, stood little chance of resisting profound changes in the broader geopolitical climate. Though Lê Duẩn scorned diplomacy, Nguyen argues that he ultimately became dependent on negotiation and popular sympathy around the world, including that of the American antiwar movement, to keep alive the possibility of eventual communist victory.
Whether the "two Lê's" dominated decision-making in Hà Nội quite to the extent that Nguyen suggests is a question that will no doubt inspire new research. Indeed, Nguyen's superficial attention to Hồ Chí Minh and other prominent DRV leaders leaves readers wondering how they responded to their marginalization and whether they sought to resist Lê Duẩn's agenda. "Why would the problem of identification," the philosopher Philippe
Lacoue-Labarthe asks, "not be, in general, the essential problem of the political?" By "identification," Lacoue-Labarthe refers to the complex psychical process by which a subject forms its relation to an Other, a relation that is a necessary condition to the formation of political solidarity. At one level, one could identify with an Other-possibly a person, group, or causeand come to support that Other through empathetic identification. However, identification can also take other forms. One could incorporate the other person into oneself, as in the case of celebrity impersonations. Alternatively, one could identify with another by seeing something real or imagined in the Other that one wishes to disavow in oneself: a perceived defect or fear that one wishes to expunge, and so project that identification onto the Other. In each case, the problem of identification serves as a critical lens through which scholars can understand complex questions about the mak- Four and Five focus on a different kind of fantasy, moving from identification with the Other's abjection and suffering to one of self-mastery and domination through the popularity of the Asian martial arts in the s.
These last two chapters demonstrate the persistence of the oriental obscene in different cultural form. By looking at several martial arts films, the careers of white actors such as Chuck Norris and David Carradine (who frequently performed as Asians) and the popularity of Bruce Lee, Chong demonstrates both the possibility and limits of the Asian martial arts in compensating for a wounded American body politic.
